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KEW CONFERENCE HOSTS ARID LAND BOTANISTS 

The Kew International Conference on Economic Plants for Arid Lands opens 
at the Royal Botanic Gardens in London on July 23. Arid land scientists 
interested in the value of under-exploited plants from the arid and 
semi-arid lands will convene to exchange views and present papers of 
worldwide interest. Dr. Gerald Wickens, the conference organizer, 
confirms, "because of increased activity and a general need to improve 
public awareness of what is being done and by whom, we believe that it 
is time to take stock; t o review the problems being faced, both 
nationally and internationally, and to see what is necessary to derive 
the best results from all this research." The meeting is being 
co-sponsored by the International Center for Arid and Semi-Arid Land 
Studies at Texas Tech University , 

In addition to Dr. Wickens, members of the International Organizing 
committee include Professor E.S. Ayensu, Smithsonian Institution; 
Professor H.J. Von Maydell, Hamburg, Germany; Dr. T.N. Khoshoo, 
Secretary of the Environment, New Delhi, India; Dr. M.P. Hegarty, 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Australia; 
and Professor J,R. Goodin, Deputy Director, International Center for 
Arid and Semi-Arid Land Studies. 

Invited papers will range from such topics as "Wild Food Plants of 
Ancient Egypt" to "Wild and Semi-Cultivated Legumes: A Potential Source 
of Resistance to Brucid Beetles for Crop Breeders." In addition to the 
five days of invited papers, contibuted mini-papers will also be 
presented during the meeting. The conference is expected to be attended 
by almost 200 delegates. 

Proceedings of the invited papers will be published as a book, and many 
of the contributed papers will appear in the Journal of Arid 
Environment. Further information concerning the conference may be 
obtained from Dr. Gerald Wickens, KICEPAL, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, 
Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AB ENGLAND 

EXPEDI TIONS 

From February 7th to April 6th the interdisciplinary "Stuttgar t 
Geoscientists' Sahara Expedition 1984" took place under the direction of 
Prof. W. Meckelein. Main projects were the establishment of a 
physio-geographic profile across the western Sahara from north to south, 
investigations on ancient and present- day boundaries of the southern 
Sahara and respec tive changes in the Sahel zone, 
Scientists and students from the univer sities of Stuttgart and Hohenheim 
carried out research i n the areas of physical and zone geography, 
geomorphology, hydrogeography, soil geogr aphy, climatology, biology, 
desertification and geology. 

Prof. M. Mainguet from the University of Reims/France joined the 
expedition for the first part: geomorphology of ergs. 



THE OGALLALA AQUIFER SYMPOSIUM 

More than ·100 water experts from around the country convened in the 
Lubbock Memorial Civic Center June 4-7 for the second Ogallala Aquifer 
Symposium. The focus of the symposium., sponsored by the High Plains 
Water District, the Panhandle Water District, the U.S. Geological 
Survey, Texas Tech University, Oklahoma State University, and the 
Lubbock Chamber of Commerce, was on advancements and developments 
designed to provide for better management and understanding of the 
aquifer that have been made since the first Ogallala Aquifer Symposium 
was held in Lubbock in 1970. Presentations made by the forty speakers 
who participated in the technical sessions -ranged from quantitiative and 
economic projections to legal aspects of groundwater management to the 
latest research efforts aimed at extending the life of the Ogallala. 

The general consensus among attendees and participants alike was that 
while the rate of decline of the aquifer has slowed· in most of the 
Ogallala states, research directed toward improved conservation and 
augmentation practices, better management strategies and refined 
analytical techniques for describing and understanding the aquifer must 
be increased and intensified if the aquifer is to remain economically 
viable far into the 21st century. Most were optimistic about 
maintaining irrigation at near current levels through 2020, but 
cautioned that in addition to research, planning and coordination are 
essential to sustaining agricultural production in the High Plains. 

Approximately fifty people participated in one of two field trips and 
saw first hand newly developed technology and equipment to apply, 
monitor or augment the supply of irrigation water. 
The conference proceedings are expected to be available later this 
summer, and copies may be obtained from the Texas Tech University Water 
Resources Center for $30. 

ARID LANDS CONFERENCE IN TUCSON, ARIZONA 

A call for papers has been announced for the 1985 Arid Lands Conference 
to be held in Tucson, Arizona, as part of a three week long series of 
events with a focus on desert research, management, conservation and 
development . Scientists and resource managers are invited to submit 200 
word abstracts of their potential presentations by no later than 
December 31, 1984. Abstracts will be reviewed and selections will be 
announced by February 1, 1985. 

Papers on all topics relating to arid lands water use and conservation, 
agricultural systems and genetic resources, natural resource management, 
conservation and reclamation, and human adaptions, migrations and 
habitations are welcomed. these should be presentations of new research 
data gathered by the authors themselves. 

Prospective participants should provide the program chairmen with the 
following information in English, Spanish or French: title of paper; 
name, affiliation and address of authors(s); and in the case of multiple 
a uthors, underline ·the name of the person who will present the paper; 
and an abstract of the paper in 200 words or less. There will be 
published edited versions of outstanding papers presente d at the 
conference. Send abstracts and inquiries to Dr. G.P. Nabhan, OALS, 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721. 

TEXAS ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE EAST SCHOLARS 4th 
ANNUAL MEETING 

TAMES will hold it's fourth annual meeting on ·September 20-22, 1984 at 
the Center fo r Middle Eastern Studies, The University of Texas at 
Austin, Austin, Texas . 78712 Tel: (512)471-3881 

Four panels have been scheduled for the 1984 meeting, one each on the 
Arab world, Israel, Turkey, and Iran. Members interested in presenting 
papers should submit a title and brief description. 



NORTHINGTON TAKES OVER NATIONAL WILDFLOWER RESEARCH CENTER 

We are indeed sorry to have lost the help of Dr. David K. Northington 
from the newsletter staff. Dr. Northington has recently become the 
Executive Director of the National Wildflower Research Center located in 
Austin, Texas·. The new organization was founded in December, 1982 by a 
group of concerned citizens. Inspired by a lifelong pleasure in 
wildflowers and the fact that little scientific research had been 
conducted on their behalf, Mrs. Lady Bird Johnson, widow of the late 
President of the United States, inagurated the project by deeding a 
sixty-acre tract of land on the Colorado River. The NWRC is dedicated 
to helping people recognize the importance of native and self-sufficient 
wildflowers and to learn why, where, and how to grow them on public and 
private land. ·A big part of the thrust of the organization will be to 
serve as a clearing-house for research and information dealing with 
wildflowers throughout the United States and · to establish a library and 
computer connection suitable for furthering such programs. 

Northington's interests are in vascular plant systematics and adaptive 
mechanisms of arid and semi-arid plants. Since coming to Texas Tech in 
1971, he has devoted research to flowering plants native to the 
southwestern U.S., many of which are roadside flowers--the false 
dandelion, Mexican hat, orange globe mallow, and native landscaping 
plants--the yuccas, century plant, and mountain laurel. 
The National Wildflower Research Center is a Tax-exempt, non-profit 
organization located at 2600 FM 973 North, Austin, TX 78725. 

SAN DIEGO - HOST TO WATER REUSE SYMPOSIUM III 

"The Future of Water Reuse" is the theme of the Water Reuse Symposium 
III administrated by the AWWA Research Foundation in San Diego, 
California from August 26-31, 1984. 

This Symposium is the third of a continuing series designed t o address 
the technical, managerial and soci ological needs of the water using 
community. Devoted entirely to renovation reuse and recycling of 
wastewater from municipal, industrial and agricultural sources, the 
discussions and presentations will address all facets of the water reuse 
field. 

Further information can be obtained by contacting: Water Reuse Symposium 
III, AWWA Research Foundation, 6666 West Quincy Avenue, Denver, CO 
80235, Phone: (303) 794-7711, or contacting the !CASALS 
office. 

GROUNDWATER SYMPOSIUM 

A groundwater symposium to be held in San Antonio, Texas on October 
29-31, 1984, is jointly sponsored by the Texas A&M University System and 
The University of Texas at Austin. The theme of the symposium is 
"Groundwater-The Unseen Crisis . " For additional information on the 
program and registration details, please contact Ernest T. Smerdon, 
Center for Research in Water Resources, The University of Texas at 
Austin, Building 119, 10100 Burnet Road, Austin, Texas 78758-4497 
(Phone 512-835-3112). 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HEALTH AND MIGRATING PEOPLES IN ARID AND 
SEMI-ARID LANDS CANCELED 

Although there was an enthusiastic response from nearly 30 countries, 
the call for papers did not provide sufficient abstracts to justify 
program development for a conference of this magnitude. In a number of 
cases, the abstracts submitted failed to present quantitative data and 
did not meet the academic standa rds set by · the screening committee. 

It is hoped by the Steering Committee that a similar conference can be 
scheduled at a more appropriate time and under better circumstances. 



Summer Shortcourse 

The Department of Agricultural Economics sponsored its second 
international shortcourse on "Strategies for Developing the Agricultural 
Sector" during the first summer session at Tech. Department Chairman 
Kary Mathis said the participants from developing countries are 
sponsored by the U.S. Agency for International Development . 

International Range Management · Shortcourse 

The Department of Range Science at Utah State University is sponsoring a 
shortcourse designed to introduce the fundamentals of range management. 
Specific attention will be given to the problems of range/livestock 
development projects in less developed countries. The course dates are 
August 12-26, 1984. For more information contact: Conference and 
Institute Division, UMC SOA, Eccles Conference Center, Utah State 
University, Logan, Utah 84322. Tel:SOl-750- 2589. 

NEWS FROM OUR ASSOCIATES 

College of Agricultural Sciences 

In March 1984, Dr . ROBERT C. ALBIN (Associate Dean for Research) 
traveled to Nairobi, Kenya, Africa . As Chairman of the Board of 
Institutional Representatives, he conferred with the Small 
Ruminant-Collaborative Research Support Program. The principal 
investigators include the Associate Program Director, Kenya Mi nistry of 
Agriculture and Land Development personnel and Agriculture and 
International Development Mission personnel. 
In May, he traveled to Washington, D.C . to serve as a member of the 
panel for the National Academy of Sciences. 
Dr . Albin also opened the sessions at the 32nd Annual Swine Short Course 
at the Lubbock Memorial Civic Center in June, 
Other Texas Tech faculty participated, including agricultural economics 
department chairman, Dr. KARY MATHIS who discussed the "Hog Market 
Outlook". 

·*** 
Chairman of the department, Dr. MARVIN J, DVORACEK, was named by 
students as the outstanding faculty member for 1983-1984 during the 
department's Spring Awards Banquet . 

*** 
Dr . HOWARD TAYLOR (Plant and Soil Science) recently returned from five 
weeks i n the Upper Volta, Mali and Nigeria evaluating the "Semiarid Food 
Grain Research and Development Proj ect" for USAID in West Africa. 

*** 
Dr. JAMES K. WANGBERG (Entomology) has been named director of the Texas 
Tech University Center at Junction. He succeeds Dr. DAVID K. 
NORTHINGTON who has taken over as executive director of the National 
Wildflower Research Center in Austin . 
Dr. Wangberg's current research centers around fire ant and mosquito 
ecology at Sienna Plantation near Houston. 

Dr . Wangberg has developed , "A Novel Approach f or Teaching 
Entomologicial History" which he has submitted for publication in the 
Entomological Society of America Bulletin. Hi s new teaching approach is 
used in Ento 5302, Entomological Literature and History . 



*** 
Dr. ERIC G. BOLEN (Horn Professor of Wildlife Management and Associate 
Dean, Graduate School) and Dr. MICHAEL KENT RYLANDER (Biology) won the 
Outstanding Publication Award from the Texas chapter of the Wildlife 
Society for Whistling-Ducks: Zoogeography, Ecology, Anatomy. 
Dr. William L. Robinson and Dr. Eric G. Bolen have recently published 
the textbook, Wildlife Ecology and Management. 
In March, Eric G. Bol~n and Paul N. Gray delivered a paper to the 
Southwest Section of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science entitled, "Playa Lakes: Natural Impoundments and Waterfowl 
Management on the Southern High Plains of Texas." 

*** 
Dr. RICHARD ZARTMAN (Plant and Soil Science) attended the meeting in 
April at SMU, "Water for the 21st Century - Will it be there?" 
His current research concerns the feasibility and assessment of 
perennial grasses in wind stripcropping systems for the USDA-SCS. He is 
looking at lovegrass to prevent wind erosion. Evaluation on agronomic, 
entomological, and economic aspects. 

*** 

Texas Tech range and wildlife management professor Dr. BILL E. DAHL 
received the Outstanding Achievement Award from the Society of Range 
Management for his contributions for the advancement of range-related 
resource management. In January, he presented the paper, "Grass 
response to Fertilizer on Virgin Soil in the Texas Coastal Bend" to the 
1984 Forage and Grassland Conference in Houston. In February, he 
delivered, "Management Strategies for Tobosagrass" to the Society for 
Range Management's Annual Meeting in Rapid City, S.D. 
From March 3 to March 18, 1984, Dr. Dahl spent two weeks in southern 
Peru making recommendations for alleviating the major problems 
associated with droughts. His research in the area of grazing 
management, sand stabilization, and all facets of range improvement is 
funded primarily through the State of Texas line item appropriation for 
Noxious Brush and Weed Control. 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Dr. JERRY D, BERLIN (Biological Sciences) is researching the effects of 
water deficits on plant cell structure. He has received funding for 
research from Cotton Incorporated and the Texas Tech Institute for Plant 
Stress. In press at this time is "The outer epidermis of the 
cottonseed", in: J.R. Mauney and J.M. Stewart (Eds.), Cotton Physiology: 
A Treatise, USDA Agricultural Handbook, Chap. 25. 

*** 

Dr. CHARLES E. BUTLER (Economics) is one of approximately 2,100 
Americans being sent abroad for the 1984-85 academic year under the 
Fulbright exchange program, Dr. Butler will be spending his first 
semester at the Universidad de Nuevo Leon, Monterrey, Mexico and his 
second semester at the Institute Technologico y de Estudios Superiores 
de Monterrey, Mexico . He will be conducting research on the economics 
of the Mexican petroleum industry and the Mexican exchange rate 
determination. 

*** 

Dr. CLAUD M. DAVIDSON (Geography) will be teaching a graduate seminar in 
Regional Analysis. The course will consider the objectives and methods 
of regional analysis and the application of research techniques to the 
spatial analysis of selected regions. 



*** 
Prof. RICK DINGUS (Art) presented slides from· his current project, 
"Marks and Measures: Indian Rock Art in Modern Art Context" to the 
Archaeological Institute of America in March and to the South Plains 
Archaeological Society in April, 1984. His work has been viewed in the 
following group exhibits: "Western Landscapes: Photographs from the 19th 
and 20th Centuries," G.H. Dalsheimer Gallery, Baltimore, M.D.; and "The 
Lay of the Land", which were displayed at the University of Missouri 
Galleries at Kansas City, St. Louis, and Columbia from March until July 
8th. Recent publications include: an article in the spring 1984 issue 
of Artspace entitled, "Radiation Pines and Other Works by Steve Fitch". 
Also a statement and photograph entitled "Earth in Motion" was published 
in New Directions, edited by Weston Naef of the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York City. 

*** 
The Department of Mathematics and the honorary society Kappa Mu Epsilon 
honored Dr. BENJAMIN S. DURAN as the outstanding teacher of 1983-84 
along with thirteen students in the department who were recognized for 
their scholastic achievements. 

*** 

Dr. DAN L. FLORES (History) taught a new graduate course this past 
spring entitled, "Seminar in American Environmental History". His recent 
publications include: Jefferson & Southwestern Exploration, Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1984., "Zion in Eden: Phases of the 
Environmental History of Utah", The Environmental Reveiw, Winter 1983, 
and "The Ecology ·of the Red River in 1806: Peter Custis and Early 
Southwestern Natural History", Southwestern Historical Quarterly in the 
July 1984 issue. 
Effective in June, Dr. Flores became the new associate editor of 
Ethnohistory. In September Dr. Flores will become an Associate Professor 
in the History Department. 

*** 

Dr . JOE R. GOODIN (Deputy Director, !CASALS/Biological Sciences) and 
Dr. DAVID K. NORTHINGTON, received "The Essence of Excellence" award for 
their t extbook "The Botanical World" at the 35th annual Chicago Book 
Clinic 1984 exhibit. "The Botanical World" has already been accepted 
for use by about 45 universities and colleges. 

*** 

Dr. JAMES JONISH (Economics) is c urrently researching water conservation 
and reuse by industrial water users. In December 1983, he presented a 
paper at the Association for Social Economics entitled, "The Market 
Approach to the Control of Economic Power". 

*** 

Dr . HARLEY D. OBERHELMAN (Classical and Romance Languages) received a 
Citation for Meritorious Service on March 31, by the Rotary 
International for work in the area of international exchanges in Rotary 
District 573 . In April he delivered a paper with th~ title, "The 
Presence of Faulkner in the Early Fiction of Garcia Marquez" on the 
campus of Mississippi State University. 

*** 

Professor ASHTON THORNHILL, director of the photocommunications program 
i n the Mass Communications Department, a long with Mass Communications 
Department Chairman Billy I. Ross, and Ray LaFontaine, associate 
director, Texas Tech Institute for Communications Research, are 
producing a book of photographs on "A Day in the Life of Texas ••• 150 
Years Later". Publication is expected by November 1985 with proceeds 
from the sales going to s uppor t scholarships for students in the Texas 
Tech Mass Communications Department. 



*** 
Dr. IDRIS TRAYLOR (Director of ICASALS) has been elected to the 
Executive Council of the Western Social Science Association (WSSA). 
Traylor's term will be through 1987. He was recently elected as one of 
four outstanding teachers for spri"ng 1984, by the Arts and Sciences 
Council. He also received the Action Award from WTMA. 
In November of 1983 Dr. Traylor delivered a paper in Albuquerque at the 
Ethnic Studies Association annual meeting on the current status of the 
Navajo nation. 
In April, 1984, he moderated a session on "Water Resource Issues in Arid 
Lands" at the annual meeting of the Association for Arid Lands Studies 
in San Diego. 
In July, 1984 he left for the West Bank (Israel) for the U.S. 
Information Agency to assist with the establishment of an arid lands 
research center at An-Najah National University, an Arab institution. 
His current research delves into water strategies; how ancient 
civilizations utilized water and possible applications to current status 
world-wide. The research is funded by a grant from the Moody 
Foundation. 

*** 

Dr. DOROTHY WILLS (Anthropology) has announced a workshop offered by 
ENEA Rural Management Senegal and organized by the Center for Applied 
International Development Studies from July 29- Aug 18. The workshop 
will be conducted in French, and they expect at least seven participants 
from overseas. 

*** 

Dr. WOLODYMYR T. ZYLA (Germanic & Slavic Languages) delivered "The 
Promethean Images and Motifs in the Work of Lesja Ukrajinka", to the 
Ukrainian Literary and Artistic Club, New York, and "The Invaluable 
Contribution of Ivan Franko to the Perception of Ovid", to the 
Shevchenko Scientific Society, in December in New York. 

College of Business Administration 

Dr. CARL STEM, Dean, College of Business Administration served on a 
special team of business school deans appointed by the Board of Regents 
of the State University System of Florida to conduct a program review of 
the business schools at the nine state universities in Florida. Special 
emphasis was given to analyzing how and to what extent the business 
schools in Florida are supporting business and economic development in 
the sta te. 
Dr. Stem served on the Standards Committee and the Accounting Standards 
Committee of the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. 

*** 

Dr. CHARLES MOYER, (Finance) published, Contemporary Financial 
Management, 2nd edition, with W. Kretlow and J. McGuigan, November, 
1983, West Publishing Company. The article, "An Empirical test of the 
Negative Equity Risk Premium" will be forthcoming in Public Utilities 
Fortnightly. In March, he delivered the paper, "Accuracy of L-T 
Earnings Forecasts" to the Southwest Finance Association. He is 
currently serving on the program committee for the Financial Management 
Association. 
Dr . Moyer is in the process of writing-up his research on the impact of 
the Three Mile Island accident on risk perceptions of electric utility 
investors. 



College of Education 

Dr. VIRGINIA M. SOWELL is directing a program called "Consulting 
Teachers of the Visually Handicapped". The projcet to introduce teachers 
of the visually handicapped to available equipment is supported by a 
grant from the Off ice of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services 
in the U.S. Department of Education. 

*** 

Dr. DAYTON ROBERTS, . Professor and Chairperson, Higher Education, 
presented "Psychological Traits of Gifted Junior and Senior High School 
Students" at the first annual regional conference of the Texas 
Association of Gifted and Talented (TAGT) at West Texas State University 
in March. Dr. Roberts has also obtained a planning grant from the 
Minnie Stevens Piper Foundation to explore the establishment of a Center 
for Improvement of Teaching Effectiveness (CITE). 

College of Engineering 

The Department of Mathematics and the honorary society Kappa Mu Epsilon 
honored Dr. BENJAMIN S. DURAN as the outstanding t eacher of 1983-84 
along with thirteen students in the department who were recognized for 
their scholastic achievements. 

*** 

Dr. JUSUCK KOH (Architecture) presented, "Ecological Architecture: An 
Alterna tive to Modern Architecture, Bringing Energy and Resource 
Concerns into Architectural Theory and Aesthetics" to the Association of 
Collegiate Schools of Architecture in March, 1984. At the International 
Meeting of Environmental Design Research Association in San Luis Obispo, 
Ca., in June, he delivered, "Ecological Aesthetics: A holistic, 
evolutionary paradigm of environmental aesthetics." He also attended the 
Passi ve and Low Energy Architecture Meeting in Mexico City and presented 
a paper on Ecological Architecture. 
In past months, Dr. Koh has been the visiting lecture and design critic 
at the University of Guelph, Canada, and at the University of Texas at 
Arlington. 

*** 

Dr. LLOYD V. URBAN (Civil Engineering/~ater Resources Center) is 
performing research on artificial recharge of the Ogallala Aquifer using 
playa lake water and filter underdrains. Co-PI: Dr. B.J. Claborn (Civil 
Engineering). Sponsors: High Plains Underground Water Conservation 
District No.l , the Water Resources Center, and Texas Department of 
Water Resources. They have recently installed sixteen different 
filters(various materials and configurations) in a playa lake near 
Shallowater to test the system. The paper, "Municipal Water Resources 
Management in Arid and Semi-Arid Zones", by L.W. Urban and B.J. Claborn 
was presented in the Arid Lands Studies session of the WSSA 26th Annual 
Conference, San Diego, Ca. in April, 1984. 

*** 

Dr. JOSEPH E. MINOR (Civil Engineering) is researching the effects of 
hurricanes on coastal cities . The Institute for Disaster Research 
studied the impact of hurricane Alicia on Houston, Texas in August 1983. 
Dr. Minor participated in three conferences tha t addressed the effects 
of this storm: The Hurricane Awareness Conference, in Hous ton, the 
National Hurricane Conference in Tampa, and the ASCE Conference on 
Hurricane Alicia in Hous ton. 

Dr. Minor was appointed director of the newly established Glass Research 
and Testing Labora tory at Texas Tech. He also heads the university's 
Institute for Disaster Research. 



Dr. ROBERT M. SWEAZY (Civil Engineering/Water Resources Center) is 
currently researching secondary recovery of groundwater, funded by the 
State of Texas, to recover water from the unsaturated (vadose) zone. 
Other research projects include Canyon Lakes research, funded by the 
city of Lubbock, to monitor the water quality in Canyon Lakes and devise 
a quality management program. 

College of Home Economics 

Prof. WILDRING SHERROD EDWARDS will again be a delegate with the People 
to People Citizens Ambassador Program during the month of June. The 
delegation will go to China in an exchange program to study Chinese 
cultural patterns as well as the economic and medical structures for the 
care of the aged population. 

This is the first gerontological team of professionals to be involved in 
the information exchange program with the Chinese. The group will 
participate in studies of the use of acupuncture, the effects of the 
one-child family requirements on the care of the aged population, 
changing cultural patterns in the attitudes of respect for the elderly, 
governmental support programs as well as contrasts with the rural and 
elderly support systems. 

Later Edwards and two other delegates will travel to Bali and to Bankok 
for further study. In 1983, Edwards participated in a three-week study 
exchange program in New Zealand and Australia, with a group of 
prof essionals in the field of gerontology from all across the United 
States. 

After 22 years of teaching at Texas Tech, Prof. Edwards will retire on 
August 31st. She plans to continue interests in the field of education 
as she serves as consultant and speaker in various groups in promotion 
of family life education and service to the connnunity, whether local, 
nationally or internationally. 

*** 
Dr . Stephen R. Jorgensen (Home and Family Life) is conducting research 
in "Effective Fertility Regulation Among Mexican Americans". A large 
scale s tudy of the family planning behavior, goals, problems, and needs 
of Mexican-American women in southern Arizona. A companion survey of 
family planning health care providers will furnish comparison data from 
the professional community. The research is funded by a grant from the 
National Institute of Chi ld Health and Human Development (NIH). 

Southwest Collection 

Dr . DAVID MURRAH (Southwest Collection) will be teaching Archival 
Administration, History 5319. He has also received a grant from the 
Texas Library Association with E. Dale Cluff concerning, "the Role of 
the Library in Faculty Recruitment and Retention." 

TTUHSC School of Medicine 

Next fall, Dr. MARVIN R. SHETLAR (Biochemistry/Dermatology) will be 
teaching the newly restructured course, BCH6320 Clinical Biochemistry. 
His current research studies the e f fects of ·zinc deficiency on wound 
healing, development of biological controls for agricultural pests and 
nutritional problems of arid land populations. 

*** 
NANCY RIDENOUR (Nursing) is the Southwest Regional Coordinator of the 
American Holistic Nurses Association. 
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